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As a mother of a disabled daughter the need for doctor As a mother of a disabled daughter the need for doctor 
offices to be serene and calming has proven especially offices to be serene and calming has proven especially 
important.  This color scheme was chosen for its ability important.  This color scheme was chosen for its ability 
to alleviate anxiety.  Blue and green are known to be to alleviate anxiety.  Blue and green are known to be 
soothing, natural elements add an extra aspect of soothing, natural elements add an extra aspect of 
comfort., And pink , as indicated from a study of the comfort., And pink , as indicated from a study of the 
effects of colors on prisoners, has calming properties. effects of colors on prisoners, has calming properties. Simple relationship diagrams and bubble Simple relationship diagrams and bubble 

charts help to visualize the final floor plan while charts help to visualize the final floor plan while 
varying line weights give the sketches depth.varying line weights give the sketches depth.



Le Cafe’ & Farmers MarketLe Cafe’ & Farmers Market
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Le’ Cafe and Le’ Cafe and 
Farmers Market is Farmers Market is 
a neighborhood a neighborhood 
hangout  and hangout  and 
year round  year round  
market place.  market place.  

The purpose of this design is to bring together the community by creatively combining indoor The purpose of this design is to bring together the community by creatively combining indoor 
& outdoor space. The space has been designed to be a fun  and  active destination through out & outdoor space. The space has been designed to be a fun  and  active destination through out 
the day and night year round. A large garden and green space connects the buildings and the day and night year round. A large garden and green space connects the buildings and 
encourages  patrons to stop and enjoy the area anytime. The bar doubles a s a coffee and juice bar encourages  patrons to stop and enjoy the area anytime. The bar doubles a s a coffee and juice bar 
in  the morning at night. It is located centrally with easy access from the patio creating  a smooth in  the morning at night. It is located centrally with easy access from the patio creating  a smooth 
transition to the outside. transition to the outside. Rolling glass doors make the Farmers market options for expansion during Rolling glass doors make the Farmers market options for expansion during 
the spring and summer months. Rent-able outdoor booths gives locals another reason to stop by.the spring and summer months. Rent-able outdoor booths gives locals another reason to stop by.
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blurbblurb
Experience of living with a child with neurodiversity combined with evidence Experience of living with a child with neurodiversity combined with evidence 
based research proves the importance of using colors and patterns that do based research proves the importance of using colors and patterns that do 
not ‘hurt’, clear way finding, acoustics, and all inclusiveness.  The slightly raised not ‘hurt’, clear way finding, acoustics, and all inclusiveness.  The slightly raised 
stage allows for inclusivity. Adding yellow to the edge makes this a possibility stage allows for inclusivity. Adding yellow to the edge makes this a possibility 
by accenting the slope. Acoustic ceiling panels  add comfort by lowering the by accenting the slope. Acoustic ceiling panels  add comfort by lowering the 
height of the ceiling and, combined with the wall tiles, reduce noise discomfort. height of the ceiling and, combined with the wall tiles, reduce noise discomfort. 
Multiple options for lighting gives the user control over ambiance.Multiple options for lighting gives the user control over ambiance.

 Anxiety, common in the  Anxiety, common in the 
neurodiversity, is calmed neurodiversity, is calmed 
through this simple way-through this simple way-
finding in this floor plan.finding in this floor plan.

The redesign of the multi-The redesign of the multi-
purpose room at Easter Seals, purpose room at Easter Seals, 
a school for children and a school for children and 
teens with special needs, teens with special needs, 
focuses on neurodiversity. focuses on neurodiversity. 

Group Project:  Lane Harrison and Kylie Gilbert
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tamaramilby100@gmail.com tamaramilby100@gmail.com 
501.744.6939 N. Little Rock, AR 72118501.744.6939 N. Little Rock, AR 72118

adelinesdesigns.design

http://adelines-designs.com
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